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doubling every prairie-farmer's crop, and already by 1878 its
effect was enormous.1
With the Law of Diminishing Returns on its back, no agri-
culture in densely populated, highly farmed Europe could pos-
sibly meet prairie prices upon level terms. It was not a question
of efficiency; European agriculture was far more efficient. It
was a question of the bounty of virgin Nature. By 1879 every
country west of Russia faced the alternative—to put on a tariff or
lose the best of its wheatfields. And every wheat-growing country-
chose the former, save the two densest and most industrialized—
Great Britain and Belgium. The blow which struck the British
farmer could not have fallen at a worse time. From 1875 to an
extraordinary culmination in 1879 he experienced bad wet sum-
mers. Apart from the cheapening of wheat, there was a world
monetary depression under which meat and dairy prices fell
considerably. Moreover in 1877 occurred the last British visita-
tion of rinderpest; 1879 brought an outbreak of liver-rot in sheep,
by which several millions were lost; and 1883, a terrible epi-
demic of foot-and-mouth disease, which was only less cata-
strophic for cattle.
In 1877 English wheat averaged 56*. gd. a quarter; but for the
rest of the century it never again came within tos. of that figure.
In 1878 it dropped to 46^ 50?.—not an unusual price in a good
year with a large crop, but damaging in a bad year with a small
one. That was one of the deadliest features of the new imports;
they not merely modified but destroyed the old inverse relation
between home prices and home yields, So the figure went on
dropping, till in 1886 it reached 31^ a quarter. By 1885 the
British area under wheat had shrunk a million acres, or about
28J per cent. The loss was really greater, for the first to be
abandoned were the heavy rich 'three-horse' lands, which bore
the biggest crops but cost most to cultivate* The barley area
dwindled greatly also. Our dependence on foreign cereals grew
by leaps. In the decade 1831-40 we had imported a per cent,
of the grain that we consumed; in the decade 1861-70 the per**
centage was 24; in the nine years 1880-9 it was 45~for wheat it
was 65. Contrary to what has been often supposed, the fall in
* The Appleby machine, which among other improvements substituted twine
for wire, was patented in 1879, With its famous tying device known a* the 'Appleby
knotter', it was perhaps the most ingenious agricultural machine of the nineteenth
century.

